Early, aggressive therapy for rheumatoid arthritis: concerns, descriptions, and estimate of outcome.
The past few years have witnessed changing perceptions about rheumatoid arthritis (RA); it is now considered a serious systemic disease that confers not only physical and social morbidity but also earlier mortality. The long-term outcome of sequential monotherapy based on the therapeutic pyramid has been disappointing. A review of prognostic factors, acute disease activity measures, functional measures, and the results of preliminary trials with combination therapy suggests that specific goals of treatment can be established and that logical, aggressive treatment in early disease can be accomplished. These goals should include prompt control and continuous reduction of the active joint count to < or = 4 and normalization of acute-phase reactants. The "graduated-step paradigm" of treatment designed with these goals in mind is described, and a retrospective series that gives an estimate of outcome with its use is reported.